
Davar3
by Josef Planeta

DAVAR3 is a powerful, feature-rich software system, which will help you analyze and 
learn the Scriptures. Best of all, it is FREE! 
DAVAR3 is a continuation of the previous Davar version 2.4, a free Hebrew dictionary/
lexicon, running on Windows95/98/ME/NT/W2000/XP platforms. Davar 2.4, a Scripture 
study tool, focused on learning and using Hebrew, the language of the Old Testament. 
In the Davar3 version, functionality was extended to provide a user friendly tool for 
Scripture studies with primary focus on all of the original languages of the Bible.

Davar3 is Freeware!

WHAT YOU CAN DO WITH DAVAR3:

Browse 
books

✦ Open all the books from which you need to see parallel texts. All the texts 
are synchronized, and browsing in texts is very fast. You can easily 
navigate in text by scrolling, using the mouse wheel or keyboard, or by 
listing references from the combo box.

✦ Use command line smart navigation - just start typing what you want, e.g. 
"2tm 3 16", to be there! 

✦ Compare Mode allows you to see all opened texts in one window. 
✦ List text in history of visited places or just use "Back" and "Forward" 

buttons. 
✦ Switch to other books from window popup menu.

Display 
what you 
need

✦ Many of the modules are not just plain text, but also contain various sorts 
of extra information (TAGS). Tags can mark e.g. translator notes, unused 
words in original text, words of Jesus highlighted, references, Strong's 
numbers, morphology ... 

✦ You can easily select and display the information that is important for 
you.

Focus on 
original 
language
s!

✦ One of the main purposes of Davar3 is to help you to understand Hebrew 
and Greek. There are many modules written in the original languages.

✦ There is support for Hebrew and Greek Strong's numbers in the text of 
books and lexicons. Hebrew and Greek fonts are included.

✦ Tables of Hebrew and Greek characters will help you to "type" by mouse.
✦ One click calculation of Hebrew and Greek gematria (numerical values).
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Use 
lexicons 
and 
dictionari
es

✦ Just one click of an unknown word will explain its meaning in the lexicon 
or translate if you have an opened dictionary.

✦ There are modules with Hebrew and Greek lexicons as well as English 
Biblical lexicons, references and encyclopaedias. Also "classical" tools, 
like Webster's Revised Unabridged Dictionary are available.

✦ Combine various sources of information and open several lexicons, 
commentaries and translations to get a "Bigger Picture" about the 
topic which you are studying.

Search 
for what 
you need

✦ Davar3 has very powerful search abilities in books and lexicons:
✦ Search for Hebrew/Greek/Latin based text (multiple words/any word/

phrase with wildcards * and ?).
✦ Search for Hebrew/Greek Strong's #. Search for translation of Strong's 

#.
✦ In texts with reference tags, you can search for a specific reference 

or block of references. When studying a particular Scripture text, to find 
all the commentaries about it is just the work of a few seconds!

✦ Repeat searches and search in results.
✦ Results of searches in books are displayed in a table, and hits are 

highlighted in the text. Results of searches in lexicons or dictionaries 
will "filter" the lexicon and/or dictionary to display only the matching 
records. Hits in the lexicon are highlighted.

✦ Searches in the dictionary are performed "on the fly" while the word 
is being typed.

Informa-
tion is 
linked

✦ Davar3 always tries to synchronize all opened windows (if they are not 
disabled).

✦ This means that clicking to any Hebrew, Greek or English word will 
synchronize all opened windows that have information about the word. 
This works also for references and Strong's #. 

Work 
with lists 
of verses

✦ This tool lets you create a list of verses from the results of the search. 
Lists can be Saved to and Opened from a file.

✦ Verses can be added manually.
✦ The verse list has two independent windows for both "Main" and 

"Secondary" lists.
✦ Powerful operations with two verse lists: Delete all verses, Insert 

range of verses, Insert results of searches in books, Move selected 
verses, Copy selected verses, Delete selected verses, Select all verses, 
Invert selection, Select verses common to both lists, Select verses NOT 
common to both lists

✦ Operations with the verse list are very fast with all (31,102) verses 
of the Bible. 
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Hear 
what you 
read!

✦ Yes, Davar3 can play (MP3) audio files. A unique feature is the ability to 
synchronize audio narration with the text displayed in a window.

✦ Biblia Hebraica narration. This is a freely available MP3 file (720 MB) 
and was indexed by many volunteers. Now you can hear the 
pronunciation in Hebrew of any OT verse.

Study 
maps, 
charts, 
pictures 
and 
photos

✦ The picture browser is a window where you can display any interesting 
graphical information you wish to study.

✦ Pictures can be separated into user-defined classes in a tree. Many 
hundreds of excellent Pictures, Maps and other Graphics!

✦ A Complete Bible Atlas is freely available in Davar3! 174 pictures of 
excellent quality, thanks to Zaine Ridling, PhD. and Access Foundation, 
Chicago, U.S.

And 
much, 
much 
more ... !

✦ Context tip window: which displays much important information about 
the text.

✦ Export all modules: to TXT, RTF and Unicode with Hebrew export 
support.

✦ Library manager: for the organization of all your modules and pictures.
✦ Watch clipboard changes: - and synchronize lexicons/dictionaries with 

clipboard.
✦ Many flexible Options: for configuration according to your needs.
✦ Built-in tool for indexing MP3 files: for synchronizing the user's MP3 

narrations with Scriptures.
✦ Localized to many languages: Changing language can be done simply 

without changes to the program.
✦ Module Development Kit (MDK) for experienced users: enables you 

to create processing modules.

DAVAR3 BASIC INSTALLATION PACKAGE:

The basic installation package includes Biblia Hebraica, Textus Receptus, Greek NT 
(with Strongs and morphology), King James Version of the Bible (with Strongs), Brown-
Driver-Briggs Hebrew-English lexicon (abridged), Internet Public Domain Greek Lexicon 
(with Strongs), Internet Public Domain Hebrew Lexicon (with Strongs), and Hebrew - 
English dictionary.
Included audio book of Ecclesiastes in Hebrew in MP3 format + index file for all 
previously indexed MP3.
As a demonstration of the verse list features, the Greatest Bible Passages file is 
included.
Free fonts for print of exported files are included - install manually from \fonts directory.
Samples of pictures are included in the \picture directory - charts, maps and 
illustrations.
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Help files in English, Czech, Portuguese and Russian.
You can download the rest of the modules and get more information the from main 
DAVAR3 web page: www.davar3.net/download.htm.
If you like DAVAR3, please tell others, post a favorable review on our website, 
and/or make a donation to support the ongoing development of DAVAR3 - https://
www.paypal.com/cz/cgi-bin/webscr?
cmd=_flow&SESSION=AAxQsEdG3nUcTpgpYHPj0RBtjbuD_w2jPQtUZPbVRajeX0r7y
LD3AB4gpYS&dispatch=5885d80a13c0db1fc53a056acd1538874a43d73a07f26b2cc3a
8a5dff46470e3 . Thanks

DAVAR3 SCREENSHOTS:
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